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Technical attributes of great sweeping-Scott Andrews- Team Murdoch

 

• Flat back 
• 90deg angle hip + knees 
• Grip-hand +elbow alignment- no elbow winging 
• Body weight on brush head 

 
This is easier to achieve in the closed position especially when trying to sweep at a 45-65 deg angle. 
We recommend the closed position is more favourable and skills should be developed in training to 
encourage great all-round sweeping abilities. 
 
Think of your favourite sweeper in world curling- 
 why are they your favourite? 
Do they have the techniques as described above? 
Are they closed/open/both? 
Are they slider or gripper? 
 
Team Thower/sweeper table-complete for your team and highlight competent skills(competent-
could utilise technique in competition. 
 

team name 
sweeper 

      

thrower 

        
        
        
        

competent skills  or  
slider       

gripper       
L hand down       
R hand down       

 
It is unlikely you will have all of these abilities now. If you can work towards achieving competence 
and versatility you will be a more effective sweepers and a great attribute to any team! 
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Training recommendations- 
 
On ice- 
 
Sweeping is very demanding on the musculo-skeletal system and cardio-vascular system. 
You will adapt to be able to handle greater amounts of sweeping the more you practice it. 
You should be sweeping every session and working on your skills- 
Here is some typical sweep drill to include in your practice- 
 

1. Static-(back of the sheet)- 10 seconds on 20 seconds rest x 8 repetitions 
X 2 -3 sets with 2 mins rest between= 15 mins total 

Alternate reps  left and right arm down on the brush 
Make sure you start with great technique and build the effort- there is no place for bad form. 
 

2. In Pairs- 1 thrower 1 sweeper alternate 
Draw weight throw with full sweep hog to T on the minute every minute for 10 minutes=5 sweeps 
and 5 throws each x 2-3 sets with 2 mins rest between =20-30 mins 
Alternate side of the stone and include 50% of the drill with the things you have highlighted as 
incompetent. 

 
Remember- the competitive demands of a curling match can include 40 x sweep at varied lengths 
per game and up to 10 Games in a tournament. This can accumulate to 300-400 bouts of sweeping 
per tournament. 
If you do not include regular sweeping in practice you will be at much greater risk of overuse injury 
during the competition. 
There is a protective element of hard training to match the demands of competition and large spikes 
of strenuous movements without consistent preparation should be avoided. 
 
Off- ice 
 
You don’t need an ice rink to sweep 
You need a broom and a slippery surface- wooden floor, kitchen floor, whiteboard etc 
 
Include the same static drill as on Ice- 
10 seconds on/20 seconds rest x 8 x 2-3 sets 
Alternate left and right arm down on the brush 
 
Strength and conditioning-(see attached Introductory strength/conditioning sessions) 
 
The required position for effective sweeping has approximately 50-75% of body weight over the 
head of the brush. This means the sweeper must be strong through the length of the body and be 
comfortable handling body weight in prone(push up) for extended lengths of time without 
breakdown of posture. 
 
There is also a large aerobic-Cardio-vascular requirement of repeated bouts of sweeping.. 
You should complement you specific sweeping work with 1-2 sessions per week of general aerobic 
fitness work and 1-2 sessions in the gym working on strength and flexibility through the entire body. 
 
 


